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Abstract
Understanding router software performance is crucial for organizations which demand the optimal
network quality. Because processing capability has heavy influence to communication networks [1],
we need a benchmark for network administrators to choose the routers with the best performance
per demand. However, it is hard to find such benchmark at present. In this work, we study
router software performance, which is a dominant factor for both control and management plane
performances. We firstly introduce Packet Generator and a framework for network professionals
to measure and understand router control plane performance. The Packet Generator is capable
of sending and receiving network traffic with highest degrees of freedom, which enables users to
test router control plane performance under various scenarios, ranging from a single device to
a complex network topology. Then we conduct management plane experiments against various
network topologies and router software versions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In modern networks, the number of connected network devices is increasing exponentially. Ac-
cording to Cisco, we will have 50 billion connected devices on the Internet by 2020 [2]. In order
to accomodate such rapid-growing demand, it is important for us to improve the quality of our
networks. Nowadays, even a tiny delay can cause loss of profit and dissatisfactions of users, while
the Internet is still far from ideal. Therefore, improving our current network quality is a complex
yet important topic in the computer networking community.
For large-scale networks, researchers have done extensive measurements. For example, the long
BGP convergence time has been a problem for years, and the BGP convergence delay mainly
comes from the router software. According to Berkowitz et al., there are ten factors that have
significant effects on the BGP convergence, and every single factor among the ten can be improved
by a better software implementation [3]. Moreover, Francois et al. has indicated that improving
router software performance is the key to shorten the convergence delay [4]. Additionally, Houidi
et al. demonstrate the importance of router software in BGP networks [5].
For small-scale networks, router performance is extremely important. This is because for large-
scale networks, the algorithm is a dominant factor for network delay; for small-scale networks, the
device processing time has a considerable impact on network quality. Ramaswamy et al. have
measured the processing delay on a single router system, and the result shows the processing delay
is significant in modern networks [6].
While investment can increase router production capacity relatively quickly, improving router per-
formance requires dedicated research and development (R&D). To improve router performance, we
need to improve the performance of all three planes of operation: control plane, data plane, and
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management plane. Among the three planes, control plane and management plane performance
mainly depend on the router software, while data plane performance mainly depends on the router
hardware.
Researchers have done extensive studies on the data plane and its underlying hardware. For
example, Jin et al. tested data plane performance with NetFPGA-based testbed [7]. As for recent
products, Bianco et al. studied data plane for Openflow compatible devices [8]. Furthermore,
router vendors typically provide information of router data plane performance, typically measured
by PPS (Packets per Second). For instance, Cisco offers PPS performance sheet for their own
products [9].
In this work, we would like to focus on router software, which has not been discussed extensively
yet. Although router software has not received the attention it deserves, it is an inseparable and
crucial component for a router. For example, when a live-stream-watching user switches to another
channel, the user’s device will request to join a new multicast group. Upon receiving the request,
the router has to process the request in its control plane at first, then routes the multicast stream
to the user’s device through its data plane later. Such process can take hundreds of milliseconds
to finish in the worst case, as we shall see later in Chapter 4. In fact, the human brain can process
images that the eyes see for as little as 13 milliseconds, according to study [10]. Therefore, a long
network latency will frustrate users, degrade user experiences, and eventually result in loss of profit
or loyalty for companies. As a result, desirable router software performance can be incredibly
valuable to organizations with a high network demand.
To achieve the optimal network quality, network administrators need to choose the most suitable
equipments for different environments. For instance, how does the router quality of service change
against a software update, or a different network topology setting? How fast does Cisco router
react to BGP UPDATE? How fast does Arista router respond to PIM-SM JOIN? How fast does
Juniper router process IGMPv3 MEMBERSHIP REPORT?
To answer such questions, we analyze router software performance from different perspectives.
Firstly, we measure router performance against different protocols. This experiment gives us in-
sights of both the protocol implementation and the overall software performance. We also present
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the framework used in our experiment, which enables vendor-agnostic measurements of router pro-
tocol performance. The key idea behind the framework is to measure router performance through
generating control plane packets using a toolset called Packet Generator. Packet Generator can be
used to measure the performance of any protocol-compliance network device, which enables uni-
versal testings among different vendors and device models. We then present our testing results for
router performance against several protocols. Surprisingly, the processing time for certain protocol
has a very large variation, which indicates that the router software implementation has a huge
impact on overall router performance. To understand the results from this experiment better, we
try to identify possible bottlenecks in the router software. Next, we use the method of elimina-
tion to narrow down the problem scope through a router shell experiment. Finally, we analyze
the result from router shell experiment, and conclude router software performance from another
perspective.
3
Chapter 2
Packet Generator: A Tool to Study
Router Control Plane
The control plane is a key component in a router. The control plane manages router behaviors
and states mostly in the software, therefore control plane performance is the most important
indicator for router software. Through evaluating the control plane performance, we can gain deep
understanding of the router software. To study the control plane, we need to design experiments
that
• Support generating network traffic needs to be processed by the router control plane,
• Are capable of measuring the control plane processing time,
• Can be easily extended and customized against different network protocols.
Since we do not have access to the control plane software, we have to design a black-box experiment.
Through careful consideration, we decide to adopt a straightforward approach, and divide the
experiment into four main components:
• A device under test (DUT),
• A source for generating control packets.
• A source for generating data packets.
• A host for receiving data packets.
The DUT is the target device, which we use routers from both Vendor A and Vendor B in our
experiments. Through analyzing the response from the DUT, we can conclude the control plane
performance for a certain router and infer control plane performance for a certain version of router
software. The result can even be considered as an indication of the control plane performance for
a specific vendor. The source for generating control packets can either be another router, a stand-
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alone hardware, or a stand-alone software. The sources for generating, and receiving data packets
requires granularity for high-precision measurements and can be implemented either in software
or hardware. To meet the requirements discussed above, we design a program to serve as both
the control and the data packet source. We name the program Packet Sender. As for receiving,
we build a Packet Receiver program. Furthermore, we incorporate Packet Sender, Packet Receiver
and several other programs into a toolset, which we call Packet Generator.
2.1 Packet Generator overview
Packet Generator is a Linux-based project providing a set of tools for crafting, sending and receiving
packets on the network. To ensure favorable performance, Packet Generator is written in C++.
The goal is to automate interactions with network devices, populate state of network devices by
generating specific traffic, test device configuration, i.e., how it handles different packets. Currently,
Packet Generator supports the following protocols: IGMPv2, IGMPv3, RSVP-TE, VLAN, ARP,
LLDP, TCP, UDP, VXLAN, MPLS, GRE, Ethernet, Ethernet 802.3, IPv4, RAW/PAYLOAD,
DHCP, CDP, PIM-SM, VRRP, HSRP, LACP and BGP.
2.2 Implementation
In this section, we discuss the implementation of Packet Generator at a high-level.
2.2.1 Structure
Packet Generator consists of several major classes, including BitString, NetworkFace, NetworkStack
and Packet. Below is a brief description of each class:
• BitString: The BitString class is designed to manipulate bits. Since many network protocols
contain fields or flags which length are not exactly multiple of 8 bits, it is desirable to ma-
nipulate single bits and pack those bits into bytes in the end. Therefore, BitString is a data
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structure capable of inserting, changing, and removing single bits, and integrate the bits into
bytes automatically.
• NetworkFace: The NetworkFace class is designed to send, filter and receive network traffic
generated by the Packet class, which we will discuss below.
• NetworkStack: The NetworkStack class is used to establish session-based communications
between the Packet Generator and target devices.
• Packet: The Packet class is the most important class among all the classes. The Packet class
contains many subclasses, and each subclass represents one network protocol. For example,
Ethernet, IP, TCP, etc. are all subclasses of Packet. In each class, the BitString class is used
to craft and parse protocol-specific packets.
2.2.2 Dependencies
The Packet Generator is based on Linux and well-tested on Ubuntu. The Packet Generator is writ-
ten in C++, which enables object-oriented programming while ensuring an excellent performance.
The NetworkFace class is built on top of Libpcap, which is a well-maintained system-independent
interface for user-level packet processing [11]. The NetworkStack class is built on top of Linux
Socket API, which is a uniform interface between user process and the network protocol stacks in
the kernel [12].
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Chapter 3
Control Plane Experiment Design
3.1 Experiment design overview
In modern networks, even a tiny delay will lead to user and profit loss. In 2009, Google did an
interesting experiment. By deliberately injecting latencies for services, Google lost search requests
by a significant amount. To be more specific, a 400 ms latency will decrease search requests by
0.74%. Considering the the size of traffic in the experiment, the impact is huge [13]. Therefore, it
is crucial for network professionals to identify the latency bottlenecks. In this work, we focus on
the software latency bottlenecks, and a dominant component of software latency comes from the
control plane. Therefore, we decide to study control plane performance in-depth.
The principle of our experiment design can be summarized in one sentence: Studying the control
plane performance through measuring the control plane processing time. In our approach, two
principal components are used: a DUT and the Packet Generator, as discussed in Chapter 2. The
Packet Generator program suite includes the Packet Sender to generate network traffic and the
Packet Receiver to receive and filter network traffic. With the power of the Packet Generator, we
can send virtually any kind of network traffic. The design of our experiment procedures is shown in
Figure 3.1. Additionally, we identify the events happened in each time interval in Table 3.1.
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The Packet Sender sends data
packets to the Packet Receiver.
The Packet Sender sends
control packets to the DUT.
The DUT receives con-
trol packets, and process
them in the control plane.
The DUT finishes processing
control packets, and routes data
packets to the Packet Receiver.
The first data packet
arrives at the Packet Receiver.
t
Tsend data
Tsend ctrl
Trecv ctrl
Tupdate
Trecv data
Figure 3.1: Experiment flow
time events
[0, Tsend data] Configure the DUT, based on the current protocol-specific ex-
periment.
[Tsend data, Tsend ctrl] The Packet Sender continuously sends data packets to the DUT.
However, since the DUT does not have the rule to deal with such
packets, these data packets are dropped.
[Tsend ctrl, Trecv ctrl] The Packet Sender keeps sending data packets to DUT, while it
also sends control packets. These control packets will instruct
the DUT to route data packeets from the Packet Sender to the
Packet Receiver.
[Trecv ctrl, Tupdate] The Packet Sender keeps sending data packets to DUT, while
the DUT processes control packets.
[Tupdate, Trecv data] The Packet Sender keeps sending data packets to DUT, and the
DUT starts to forward data packets to the Packet Receiver.
[Trecv data,∞) The Packet Receiver receives data packets from the Packet
Sender normally.
Table 3.1: Event list
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Next, we will provide an in-depth explanation of our experiment design. In order to study router
control plane performance, we would like to know how long does the DUT process control packets
and apply corresponding changes. Thus, our goal is to find the time difference between the time
the DUT receives the last control packet, and the DUT finishes processing all the control packets.
In the notation provided by Figure 3.1, the control plane processing time can be described with
equation (3.1).
Tprocess = Tupdate − Trecv ctrl (3.1)
However, it is not practical to measure either Tupdate, or Trecv ctrl. We cannot measure the former
because we do not know when exactly the control plane finishes processing control packets, and
apply the change. We cannot measure the latter because we have no accurate way to record the
time that the DUT receives packets. Therefore, it is impossible for us to calculate Tprocess perfectly.
However, we can provide a close estimation. First, we define two variables:
Definition 3.1.1. tsdl ≡ The latency for the last control packet between the Packet Sender and
the DUT.
Definition 3.1.2. tdrl ≡ The latency for the first data packet between the DUT and the Packet
Receiver.
If we take a close look at Figure 3.1, it is not hard to derive equations (3.2) and (3.3):
Trecv ctrl = Tsend ctrl + tsdl (3.2)
Trecv data = Tupdate + tdrl (3.3)
Equation (3.2) says Trecv ctrl, which is the time the DUT receives last control packet, equals to the
sum of Tsend ctrl and Tsdl, which is the time the Packet Sender sends the last control packet, and the
packet latency on the link between the DUT and the Packet Sender, respectively. Equation (3.3)
says Trecv data, which is the time the Packet Receiver receives the first data packet, equals to the
sum of Tupdate and Tdrl, which is the time the DUT starts to forward the first data packet to the
Packet Receiver, and the packet latency on the link between the DUT and the Packet Receiver,
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respectively. Together with equation (3.1), we can derive:
Tprocess = Tupdate − Trecv ctrl (3.4)
= (Trecv data − tdrl)− (Tsend ctrl − tsdl)
= (Trecv data − Tsend ctrl)− (tdrl − tsdl). (3.5)
However, since tdrl and tsdl are just latencies between directly connected LAN (Local Area Network)
links, they are both negligible in our context. Moreover, since we use equal length ethernet cables
from the same manufacturer, the difference between the two variables is tiny. Therefore, we can
drop the last two terms in equation (3.5) safely, and derive an estimation for it, as shown in
equation (3.6). And because both Trecv data and Tsend ctrl are measurable, we can estimate the
control plane performance with them.
Tprocess = Trecv data − Tsend ctrl (3.6)
3.2 Sample Packet Generator experiment testbed
A sample testbed configuration is shown in Figure 3.2. There are two major components:
1. DUT, which is the router under test.
2. Packet Generator, which runs on a host machine and consists of:
(a) Packet Sender, which sends control and data packets.
(b) Packet Receiver, which is a server program receives specific packets.
Firstly, we send data packets from the Packet Sender to the Packet Receiver (Flow 1). The data
packets can either be unicast or multicast, depending on the current protocol. At this point,
since the DUT has not received any control packets, it has no routing policy in its RIB (routing
information base). Therefore, the router will typically drop the packets. Secondly, we send control
packets from the Packet Sender to the DUT (Flow 2). Upon receiving the control packets, the DUT
will start to process these packets, and make corresponding changes to its configuration. If the
10
Figure 3.2: Sample test bed
control packets instruct the DUT to route packets from the Packet Sender to the Packet Receiver,
the DUT will forward Flow 1 to the Packet Receiver after the processing finishes, which is Flow 3.
Following the testbed design, each protocol-specific experiment has two major parts: an emulated
testbed and a physical testbed. We conduct the experiment on the emulated testbed first, because
we want to make sure the Packet Generator is programmed correctly before we migrate the test to
a real device. We use GNS3 to build the emulated testbed.
3.2.1 GNS3 emulated testbed
We use GNS3, a network virtualization software to setup the virtual testbeds[14]. We use a Cloud
and an emulated router in our experiment. The Cloud entity is a GNS3 component for abstracted
networks. In our case, the Cloud serves as an interface between virtualized testbed and the Packet
Generator ran on the host machine. The emulated router serves as DUT.
Firstly, we create two virtual ethernet device called TAP interfaces. The TAP interfaces provide
packet reception and transmission for user-space programs [15]. Thanks to the TAP interfaces, we
11
Figure 3.3: Sample GNS3 testbed
are able to connect the Packet Generator and the GNS3 virtualized network topology. One of the
TAP interfaces connects to the Packet Sender, and the other one connects to the Packet Receiver.
Secondly, we choose a DUT. The DUT can be any emulated router. For example, we have tried
images from Vendor A, B, etc. An example GNS3 topology is shown in Figure 3.3. As described
above, we design the finite state machines (FSMs) used in experiments according to RFC. In GNS3
testbeds, we do not focus on numeric results. Instead, we test, verify and improve our FSM and
experiment designs, in addition to perfecting the Packet Generator.
3.2.2 Physical testbed
After the GNS3 experiment, we migrate our software-based experiment to a physical testbed. Our
physical testbed strictly follows the design in Figure 3.2. In the host machine, we have two ethernet
interfaces which connect to the DUT’s interfaces. Using notations from Figure 3.2, Flow 1 and Flow
2 is sent from the host machine using the Packet Sender, and Flow 3 is received at host machine
with the Packet Receiver. We record the packet sending and receiving timestamps with the Packet
Sender and the Packet Receiver. Then we calculate the estimated control plane processing time
with equation (3.6). A more comprehensive experiment procedure is documented previously in
Table 3.1. In the next chapter, we will discuss how to apply our design to various protocol-specific
experiments.
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Chapter 4
Router Protocol Performance
4.1 Overview
In the previous chapter, we discussed the architecture of our protocol performance experiment. In
this chapter, we present three specific experiments following the experiment architecture discussed
before. Moreover, the chosen protocols for the experiments are representative and important pro-
tocols of the current Internet. Through analyzing the control plane processing time for the three
protocols, we can gain a better understanding of the router software behavior and identify the
performance bottlenecks.
4.2 Control plane evaluation with BGP
Since the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is one of the most important protocols in the Internet, it
is necessary for us to evaluate the router performance against BGP. In this section, we will discuss
the BGP protocol itself, our BGP control plane experiment design and results.
4.2.1 BGP experiment overview
BGP stands for Border Gateway Protocol. The main function of BGP is to exchange reachability
information with other BGP systems [16]. Furthermore, BGP is the most scalable routing protocol
[17]. In fact, due to its high scalability, BGP is one of the most important protocols in the modern
Internet. BGP is not only used in inter-autonomous system (AS) routing, but also used in intra-AS
routing. Therefore, we should provide a vendor-specific BGP benchmark to network professionals,
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so that they can choose routers with the best BGP performance. In our work, we tested the
processing time of the BGP UPDATE using Vendor A and Vendor B’s routers. According to
RFC4271, the BGP UPDATE message is used to advertise feasible routes that share common path
attributes to a peer, or to withdraw multiple unfeasible routes from service. Therefore, we can easily
conclude BGP UPDATE is the core functionality of BGP, and it is natural for us to study router
performance for the BGP UPDATE message. In this experiment, one route is advertised through
BGP UPDATE in an inter-AS setting. Although we only examined BGP UPDATE message with
one advertised route, one can easily use our framework to test router performance for multiple
routes, or other BGP message types.
4.2.2 BGP experiment design
Our BGP UPDATE experiment follows the design described in Chapter 3. The Packet Generator
and routers from Vendor A and B are used. The Routers are the DUTs. The Packet Generator
connects to two network interfaces, with one acting as a neighbor BGP router, and one acting
as a unicast data packet source. According to the BGP FSM, we documented the FSM for our
BGP UPDATE experiment in Table 4.1 [16]. Since the BGP UPDATE can only be accepted in
Established state; we must have the router reach BGP Established state first.
Current State Event Next State
Idle ManualStart with PassiveTcpEstablishment Active
Active BGPOpen with DelayOpenTimer running OpenConfirm
OpenConfirm KeepAliveMsg Established
Established UPDATEMsg Established
Table 4.1: BGP Experiment FSM
We list the experiment procedure below:
1. We connect the Packet Generator to its host machine’s 10.100.100.100 and 10.100.101.100
interfaces.
2. The host machine’s 10.100.100.100 interface continuously sends unicast data packets from
10.100.100.100 to 123.123.123.123 (a dummy IP address)
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3. Since there is no route from 10.100.100.100 to 123.123.123.123 in the DUT’s routing infor-
mation base (RIB), the DUT will not forward the unicast packets.
4. Use the Packet Generator to establish TCP communication between the DUT and itself.
5. Right before time Tupdate, the host machine’s 10.100.101.100 interface (AS 1) sends BGP
OPEN and BGP KEEPALIVE to the DUT’s 10.100.101.102 interface (AS 2) to establish
BGP connection.
6. At time Tupdate, host machine’s 10.100.101.100 interface (AS 1) sends BGP UPDATE to the
DUT’s 10.100.101.102 interface (AS 2) to advertise: YOU (AS 2) can reach 123.123.123.123
through ME (10.100.101.100, AS 1, next hop).
7. Upon receiving the message, the DUT will start to process the BGP UPDATE message, and
add an 123.123.123.123 route for source 10.100.100.100.
8. Finally, the DUT will forward unicast messages from the host machine’s 10.100.100.100 to
123.123.123.123 through the host machine’s 10.100.101.100 interface (AS 2).
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4.2.3 BGP experiment evaluation
Figure 4.1: CDF: BGP processing time. X-axis: time in mi-
croseconds; Y-axis: fraction of data.
mean median std range
BGP Vendor A 11 637 10 744 1575 17 499
Vendor B 1828 1692 525 4459
PIM-SM Vendor A 54 159 54 698 28 726 163 797
Vendor B 31 718 4939 40 398 942 866
IGMPv3 Vendor A 60 562 60 796 19 771 154 271
Vendor B 27 108 4415 74 909 967 898
Table 4.2: Experiment result statistics (unit: µs)
Results from Table 4.2 indicates Vendor B processes BGP UPDATE faster than Vendor A does.
The CDF in Figure 4.1 shows Vendor B is also better than Vendor A on stability. Therefore,
we conclude Vendor B has an overall better performance than Vendor A in this experiment. To
understand the result, we can analyze it in both hardware and software. For hardware, the DUT
from Vendor B is far better than the DUT from Vendor A. Therefore, the Vendor B’s router is
much more expensive than Vendor A’s router. For software, one possible hypothesis is Vendor B’s
software assigns very high priority to BGP UPDATE. Vendor B’s software is more complicated
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than Vendor A’s, which indicates that Vendor B will have more OS overhead. However, such
overhead can be preempted by tasks with priorities. In our hypothesis, BGP UPDATE is a such
high priority task. This ensures the Vendor B’s router will process BGP UPDATE rapidly. If we
examine Figure 4.2, 4.3 and Table 4.2, we can see Vendor B’s performance against PIM-SM and
IGMPv3 is very unstable. The aforementioned hypothesis can also explain such behavior: Vendor
B assigns low priorities to multicast protocols. This hypothesis can be verified by checking system
logs and generate tasks with various priorities for Vendor B. This hypothesis applies to Vendor A as
well, but since Vendor A’s software is comparatively simple, the variation introduced by preemption
is relatively small.
Interestingly, we found a bug while conducting the experiment for Vendor B. When the advertised
IP route is installed in RIB, routers should start to forward data packets. However, Vendor B’s
router forwards data packets with incorrect MAC address, while Vendor A’s router drops such
packets. This bug can introduce unnecessary traffic in the network and lead to congestion.
As a conclusion, if absolute performance is desired, one should choose Vendor B. If cost-performance
ratio is more important, Vendor A is the winner, as the DUT from Vendor B is much more expensive
than the DUT from Vendor A.
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4.3 Control plane evaluation with PIM-SM
The Protocol Independent Multicast Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) is one of the most common used
multicast technologies in the current network. Thus, we choose to study the router performance
against PIM-SM to get an insight of how well do routers handle multicast requests. In this section,
we will discuss the PIM-SM protocol, our PIM-SM experiment design and results.
4.3.1 PIM-SM experiment overview
PIM-SM stands for Protocol Independent Multicast Sparse Mode. PIM is a multicast technol-
ogy which does not depend on any unicast routing protocol. Due to its robustness, flexibility,
and scalability, PIM has been a popular multicast protocol recently [18]. PIM has four variants:
PIM-SM, PIM-DM (Protocol Independent Multicast Dense Mode), Bidirectional PIM, and PIM-
SSM (PIM Source-Specific Multicast). Among these four variants, PIM-SM is the most popular
protocol, since PIM-SM uses a pull model to deliver multicast traffic and only network segments
with active receivers that have explicitly requested the data will receive the traffic, according to
Cisco [19]. In particular, PIM-SM is commonly used in the IPTV (Internet Protocol Television)
systems for routing multicast streams. In our experiment, we choose to test the router performance
against PIM-SM JOIN/PRUNE message. Similar to the reason we choose BGP UPDATE, PIM-
SM JOIN/PRUNE message represents a core functionality of PIM-SM: join or exit a multicast
group. For example, when a host uses IPTV service, joining a multicast group will instruct its
router to send a PIM-SM JOIN message every single time.
4.3.2 PIM-SM experiment design
Our PIM-SM JOIN/PRUNE experiment follows the design described in Chapter 3, and uses the
Packet Generator and routers from Vendor A and B. In our testbed, the DUT is configured as
the RP (Rendezvous Point). The Packet Generator connects to two network interfaces on its
host machine. These two interfaces act as an upstream router which connects to multicast clients
directly, and a multicast message source, respectively.
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According to the PIM-SM FSM [20], we conducted the experiment as following:
1. The host machine’s 10.100.100.100 interface continuously sends unicast data packets from
10.100.100.100 to 224.0.1.38 (dummy group address).
2. Since there is no route from 10.100.100.100 to 224.0.1.38 in the DUT’s MRIB (Multicast
Routing information Base), the DUT will not forward the unicast packets.
3. The host machine’s 10.100.100.100 & 10.100.101.100 interfaces send PIM-SM HELLO to
224.0.0.13 (ALL ROUTERS GROUP). This will add the host machine’s corresponding inter-
faces to routers PIM neighbor list. (verify by show ip pim neighbor)
4. Right before time Tupdate, the host machine’s 10.100.100.100 interface sends PIM-SM REG-
ISTER message to the DUT’s 10.100.100.102 interface. This message will add the host
machine’s 10.100.100.100 interface to the 224.0.1.38 route’s incoming interface list in the
DUT.
5. At time Tupdate, the host machine’s 10.100.101.100 interface sends PIM-SM JOIN to 224.0.1.13
(ALL ROUTER GROUP). This message will add the host machine’s 10.101.100.100 interface
to the 224.0.1.38 route’s outgoing interface list in the DUT.
6. When the DUT finishes processing the PIM-SM JOIN, the DUT will start to forward multicast
message from the host machine’s 10.100.100.100 to group 224.0.1.38.
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4.3.3 PIM-SM experiment evaluation
Figure 4.2: CDF: PIM-SM processing time. X-axis: time in
microseconds; Y-axis: fraction of data.
Our results for the PIM-SM JOIN/PRUNE experiment is documented in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2.
It is very clear that PIM-SM JOIN performance is worse than BGP UPDATE performance for
both Vendor A and B. Moreover, the shape of CDF in this experiment is very different than that
of the BGP experiment, which is interesting. The reason that PIM-SM takes longer to process is
not clear yet, but we have three hypotheses:
1. PIM-SM has a lower priority than BGP, as stated before.
2. PIM-SM protocol requires the device to maintain many states. According to RFC4601, the
states include but not limited to:
• Effective Overide Interval
• Effective Propagation Delay
• Suppression state
• Neighbor state
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• DR (Designated Router) state
• (*, *, RP) state
• (*, G) state
• (S, G) state
Additionally, some of the states listed above contain sub-states. For example, (*, G) state
maintains Local Membership state, PIM (*, G) Join/Prune state, (*, G) Assert Winner state
for each PIM-SM enabled interface and non-interface specific Upstream (*, G) Join/Prune
state. Therefore, the device might perform several updates to above states, and lead to a
prolonged processing time.
3. Routers does not provide optimal implementation to process PIM-SM in software.
Although we have not tested each state separately, it is possible for both routers to improve its per-
formance on PIM-SM with optimized parallelization to deal with multiple states concurrently.
Figure 4.2 shows that around 50% of time Vendor B has a much better performance than Vendor
A. However, the worst case performance for Vendor B is 942,866 µs, whereas the worst case per-
formance for Vendor A is 163,797 µs. Also, Vendor A shows much smaller variation than Vendor
B does. In short, Vendor A loses on average performance but wins on worst case performance and
stability. Furthermore, PIM-SM applications are often worst-case latency or variation in latency
sensitive. For example, when designing video stream system, the largest buffer size is determined
by variation in latency [21]. Recently, some high-frequency trading firms also use multicast tech-
nologies in their network, and such system is extremely worst-case latency sensitive. Therefore,
Vendor A is a good choice for common PIM-SM applications. Again, Vendor A has a better
price-performance ratio than Vendor B does.
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4.4 Control plane evaluation with IGMPv3
Similar to PIM-SM, the Internet Group Management Protocol Version 3 (IGMPv3) is also one
of the most important multicast technologies in modern networks. Therefore, we are interested
in understanding the router performance against IGMPv3. In this section, we will discuss the
IGMPv3 protocol, our IGMPv3 experiment design and results.
4.4.1 IGMPv3 experiment overview
IGMPv3 stands for Internet Group Management Protocol Version 3. IGMPv3 is used by IPv4
systems (hosts and routers) to report their IP multicast group memberships to any neighboring
multicast routers [22]. Just like the other two protocols (BGP, PIM-SM) we tested, IGMP is also a
particularly important protocol for the modern Internet. Instead of an inter-router protocol, IGMP
operates between local host and router. IGMP and PIM come hand in hand: While IGMP mainly
enables the host to express its interest to a certain multicast group, PIM allows routers to spread
the host’s message to other routers [23]. Such relationship can be explained easily with another
simple IPTV example. Whenever a user changes a channel, an IGMP MEMBERSHIP REPORT
message is sent from the host to its router. Then, a PIM-SM JOIN/PRUNE message is sent from
the router to its upstream routers, until RP receives the PIM-SM JOIN/PRUNE message. After
the RP adds the host to multicast tree, the multicast stream is able to reach the host [24]. Thus, we
can easily see the importance of IGMP: it is a major component of IP multicast technology, which
is why we want to understand the performance of routers against it. Comparing with IGMPv2,
IGMPv3 offers security protection from DOS (Denial of Service) attacks by adding SSM (Source
Specific Multicast) feature [25]. Although IGMPv2 is still widely deployed, we can foresee IGMPv3
will supersede IGMPv2 in both old and new network topologies. Thus, we choose IGMPv3 for our
experiment.
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4.4.2 IGMPv3 experiment design
Our IGMPv3 MEMBERSHIP REPORT experiment follows the design described in Chapter 3 and
contains the Packet Generator and routers from Vendor A and B. Routers are the DUTs. The
Packet Sender acts as a host interested in receiving the multicast, and the Packet Receiver acts as
multicast data packet source. According to RFC3376, IGMPv3 MEMBERSHIP REPORT should
add an entry to the receiving router’s MRIB [22]. In particular, we choose to use INCLUDE mode
of MEMBERSHIP REPORT message for our experiment. Thus, the experiment is fairly simple,
and designed as follow:
• The multicast packets for group 239.0.1.38 are sent continuously from the host machine’s
10.100.100.100 interface, which connects to the Packet Sender, to the host machine’s
10.100.101.100 interface, which connects to the Packet Receiver.
• Since there is no group 239.0.1.38 multicast route for 10.100.101.100 in the DUT, the host
machine’s 10.100.101.100 interface will not receive any multicast packet.
• At time Tupdate, an IGMPv3 MEMBERSHIP REPORT message is sent from the host ma-
chine’s 10.100.101.100 interface to 239.0.0.22 (ALL ROUTER GROUP), indicating that the
host at 10.100.101.100 is interested in receiving multicast data.
• Upon receiving the IGMPv3 MEMBERSHIP REPORT, the DUT will add a group 239.0.1.38
multicast route for 10.100.101.100. (verify by show ip mroute)
• After the processing of IGMPv3 MEMBERSHIP REPORT finishes, the DUT will start to
forward multicast packets for group 239.0.1.38 to the host machine’s 10.100.101.100 interface.
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4.4.3 IGMPv3 experiment evaluation
Figure 4.3: CDF: IGMPv3 processing time. X-axis: time in
microseconds; Y-axis: fraction of data.
We document our IGMPv3 MEMBERSHIP REPORT experiment results in Table 4.2 and Fig-
ure 4.3. Vendor A’s performance against IGMPv3 is the worst among the three protocols. Com-
paring to BGP, IGMPv3 takes much longer time to process. However, IGMPv3 is close to PIM-SM
in performance. For Vendor B, IGMPv3 also consumes significantly more time to process than
BGP, but close to PIM-SM. This time, Vendor B shows even better average performance than its
performance against PIM-SM. More than 80% of the IGMPv3 MEMBERSHIP REPORT messages
can be processed within 5µs, which is impressive. To investigate IGMPv3 MEMBERSHIP RE-
PORT experiment results, we analyze operations of IGMPv3. IGMPv3 is not as complicated as
PIM-SM: IGMPv3 has far fewer states than PIM-SM. Therefore, a router should only perform a
few of state maintenance operations while handling IGMPv3. This can be an explanation to Vendor
B’s result. However, Vendor A requires more time to process IGMPv3 MEMBERSHIP REPORT
than PIM-SM JOIN. One possible cause is that since various IGMP protocols are interoperable
with each other, routers must perform additional checks for packets. As for the aformentioned
priority hypothesis, we believe IGMPv3 and PIM-SM have very close priorities, as they are both
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components in IP multicast technologies, and have similar applications. This hypothesis is again
verified by the comparable PIM-SM and IGMPv3 performances.
Additionally, we discover a bug of Vendor A during our experiment. For the software version
we use, Vendor A’s router does not have the ability to enforce Router Alert option check, which
is required by IGMPv3. This behavior poses a security risk, since forged IGMP MEMBERSHIP
REPORT message may cause routers to believe that this message source is a member of a multicast
group when there is not.[22]
IGMPv3 shares similar applications with PIM-SM, as they are both multicast technologies. There-
fore, worst-case latency is important, and Vendor A is the winner. However, since Vendor B is
far superior to Vendor A on average performance, it is a very good choice for worst-case latency
insensitive systems and applications.
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Chapter 5
Router Shell Performance
5.1 Shell experiment overview
In the previous chapters, we analyze the control plane latencies for the three protocols. Interest-
ingly, the routers behave differently for each protocol. But why do routers shows such behaviors?
Where do these control plane delays come from? To investigate the previous result, we decide
to conduct a further experiment to narrow down the problem scope. Firstly, we need to identify
the possible bottlenecks. The bottleneck can either be the protocol software implementation itself
or from other components of router software. As discussed before, since we do not have access
to the software source code, we cannot analyze or benchmark the protocol software implementa-
tion directly. Therefore, we decide to use the method of elimination to find the root cause. In a
router software, there are numerous factors can affect protocol performance. For example, preemp-
tion, resource leak, etc. Ideally, a comprehensive benchmark would contain evaluation from every
perspective, but we choose to conduct one experiment to initiate the discussion.
The experiment chosen is a command-line interface (CLI) experiment. In this experiment, we
use CLI to collect information from the device. CLI is the command line user interface used for
configuring, monitoring, and managing network devices [26]. Although some device vendors may
not provide the CLI access for users, such as Cisco Meraki, the CLI is very common in enterprise
grade network devices [27]. For example, a network administrator can use a single line of CLI
command to setup a static IP route. Even though some configurations can be done through the
graphical user interface (GUI) on GUI-enabled devices, managing devices with CLI gives users
much more control and efficiency over GUI tools.
With the power of CLI, we can easily retrieve desired information from devices. While evaluat-
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ing the management plane performance, we can infer certain aspects of the router software plane
performance through retrieving information with CLI, as the operating system handles CLI com-
mands. For example, how long does it take for router Alpha to display its routing table? How long
does it take for router Beta to print out memory buffer? How long does it take for router Gamma
to display a list of network interfaces? To answer such questions, we design a CLI experiment to
measure the time spent on printing every show command. Furthermore, we conduct experiments
on various device images and network topologies. By fixing device image, we can observe the cor-
relation between router performance and network topology. This experiment can help us to answer
if we need different routers for various network topologies. Likewise, through fixing network topol-
ogy, we can observe the correlation between router performance and device image. This experiment
can show us if there is significant performance improvement between two software versions. Such
results can help users to make decision on whether to update router software, which is a typical
performance-stability trade off.
5.2 Shell experiment design
Since we want to experiment with many images and network topologies, it is not practical for us to
use many physical devices. Instead, we use one physical device to verify our experiment correctness
and serves as a reference to later experiments. In consequent experiments, we use Vendor A device
images to emulate physical routers and GNS3, which is a network virtualization tool, to emulate
network topologies [14]. The network topologies are adapted from GNS3Vault.com [28], and a
sample topology is shown in Figure A.2 in Appendix. For most routers, the most straightforward
way to retrieve router information is by issuing show command, which displays important status
information [26]. Nevertheless, show command contains thousands of child-commands, which form
a typical tree structure. For example, show ip is a child-command of show command, and show ip
route in turn is a child-command of show ip command. Thus, we can treat every command in the
show command tree as a tree node. Figure A.1 is a simple diagram for the show command tree
structure. To retrieve as much information as possible, we need to explore and execute every single
command in the show command tree. Fortunately, Vendor A provides users with a command line
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utility to explore commands: question mark (?). According to Vendor A device configuration guide,
by entering ? , CLI prompt allows users to obtain a list of commands. Therefore, we can use depth-
first search (DFS) algorithm to explore and execute all commands in the show command tree. With
the help of question mark (?), we are able to implement a complete program to collect processing
time of show command. We document the algorithm for our program in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Collection
1: procedure Show Commands Processing Time Collection
2: root ← “show”
3: Stack S ← {}
4: Set V ← {}
5: Result ← {}
6: add(root, V)
7: push(root, S)
8: while S is not empty do
9: n ← pop(S)
10: start timer t at Tstart
11: execute(n) in CLI
12: end timer t at Tend
13: calculate Texec = Tend − Tstart
14: Result.append(Texec)
15: if n not in V then
16: add(n, V)
17: for each unvisited child m of n do
18: push(m, S)
19: Return Result
Initially, the collection program opens a GNS3 topology. Then the program telnets into each
emulated device in the GNS3 topology, and start to execute algorithm 1. It is worth noticing
that the time collected is the time interval between the program transmits the current command
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to CLI and the device returns CLI access to the program. Finally, the result dataset is collected
and evaluated. As we can see, some commands take significantly longer time to process. To
investigate this behavior, we examine the show command output and discover that the time-
consuming tasks typically are commands like show memory. Such commands require the device to
examine, process and display a fair amount of information, which should process longer than other
tasks. On the other hand, the short data points are usually commands like show ip route, which
returns less information. These commands are computationally inexpensive and require less time
to process.
Figure 5.1: Show command output from Vendor A’s device.
X-axis: list of show commands; Y-axis: time in seconds.
5.3 Shell experiment with various images
As discussed before, to investigate the correlation between router software performance and its
corresponding versions, we need to run our experiment with different images. Since we use many
images for the experiment, we cannot present all results in this paper. However, we visualize
four results in the cumulative distribution function (CDF) form to initiate a brief discussion. The
CDFs for the selected results are shown in Figure 5.2. The topology chosen is the VRRP lab from
GNS3vault.com, as shown in Figure A.2 in Appendix [28].
By examining Figure 5.2, we have several observations. Firstly, by comparing all four subfigures, we
conclude that the Vendor A’s software for different devices shows different performance. Secondly,
by comparing Figure 5.2(b) and Figure 5.2(d), we conclude that different software versions for
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the same router have different performance. For example, comparing to image (d), image (b)
supports time-consuming commands like show memory fragment detail, which explains the long
tail in Figure 5.2(b). Thirdly, Figure 5.2(c) shows the best performance among the four results.
Since model 2 is the latest product, we can infer that the most recent software has performance
improvements over its predecessors.
Figure 5.2: CDF of four different Vendor A device images run-
ning on VRRP lab. X-axis: time in seconds; Y-axis:fraction of
data.
(a): model 0 version 0
(b): model 1 version 0
(c): model 2 version 0
(d): model 1 version 1
a
aNumbering is in release date ascending order, with the largest number represents the most recent product.
5.4 Shell experiment with various topologies
To investigate the correlation between network topology and software performance, we need to run
our experiment with different network topologies. Because the experiment results are too many to
show, we will only discuss a subset of the results. The CDFs for picked results are displayed in
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Figure 5.3. Again, all network topologies are adapted from GNS3Vault.com.
Figure 5.3: CDF of image B from Vendor A running on four
different topologies. X-axis: time in seconds; Y-axis: fraction
of data.
(a): OSPF Summarization Troubleshooting [29];
(b): OSPF LSA Type 5 Summarization [30];
(c): OSPF CCNA 1 [31];
(d): Multicast Auto-RP Listener [32].
Obviously, comparing to results from the previous section, our result is not particularly interesting
this time. There are still variations among these results, but the variations are relatively small,
comparing to results in Figure 5.2. Therefore, we can conclude that, at least for emulated Vendor
A routers, software performance is not closely related to the current network topology.
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Chapter 6
Related Work
Scapy is a packet manipulation program [33], which is similar to our Packet Generator. Both Scapy
and Packet Generator are capable of crafting, sending, receiving packets and much more. However,
Scapy’s performance is dissatisfactory. On the hand, Packet Generator can achieve a much higher
throughput than Scapy does. In fact, Packet Generator’s throughput is two order of magnitude
higher than Scapy’s throughput in single-threaded environment. Moreover, unlike Scapy, Packet
Generator is a multi-hreaded program, which means users can make further improvement to the
performance of Packet Generator. Only by using Packet Generator, we can achieve high granularity
and collect precise experiment results.
IPerf is a tool to measure bandwidth on IP networks [34], and iPerf is widely used in software
tests and web service verifications. However, IPerf only supports TCP, UDP, and SCTP. Packet
Generator can be used to perform similar analysis on a much broader scope, since Packet Gener-
ator supports much more protocols. Furthermore, Packet Generator can be extended to conduct
a comprehensive network quality test by mixing different kinds of packets and various traffic pat-
terns.
There has been much work on router performance evaluation. The most closely related work is
Efficient Gigabit Ethernet Switch Models for Large-scale Simulation presented by Jin et al. [7].
Although their work focuses on the data plane instead of the control plane, our ideas are related.
We both use black-box model and generating network data to measure the DUT performance. In
their work, the testbed is implemented in hardware, which offers high speed and precision. Likewise,
the Packet Generator could also be implemented in hardware at the cost of prolonged development
cycle. However, hardware-based Packet Generator will lose portability, which is essential in cloud-
based environment. By combining their data plane simulation and control plane measurement, we
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can almost comprehensively evaluate the overall performance of a router.
Bolla et al. evaluated performances of Linux Based Open Routers (ORs). They studied ORs
both internally and externally. The internal evaluation uses profiling while external evaluation
uses latency and throughput as metrics. However, they still only focus on data plane, as most
research does. As discussed before, control plane is also a crucial component of OR. By incorpo-
rating Packet Generator measurement, we can conduct a more comprehensive measurement on OR
performance.
Wang et al. have discussed failover and recovery events can considerably degrade router data
plane performance [35]. They also suggest extending BGP with redundancy to improve routing
robustness. A similar study can be done on the control plane. During irregular events such as
router recovery, functionalities of control plane could be limited. Therefore, researchers can study
control plane behavior under aforementioned conditions to further investigate the robustness of
certain control plane.
Vulimiri et al. present a technique to decrease latency via redundancy [36]. The technique is very
powerful, and significantly decreased latencies at an acceptable cost. However, for most protocols,
the time complexities of redundancy technique depend on the first response by routers. If we
refer the routers being targeted by redundancy technique as a router pool, then we can improve
the performance of the router pool by using several, even one router with optimal performance.
Without redundancy, we need to replace almost every single device in the network with a better
one. To find the best router, we can use the Packet Generator. Through replacing one or more
routers in the current network, we can improve the performance of the whole router pool. Thus,
by combining our work, we can achieve further latency elimination without incurring too much
cost.
Raghavan et al. suggest decoupling internet architecture from infrastructure by leveraging SDN
advancement [37]. As control plane takes an even more important role in SDNs than traditional
networks, it is important to evaluate control plane performance in SDN. Moreover, since there
are already many software control plane implementations for SDN, which one should we use? To
answer the question, we should tailor our aforementioned Packet Generator experiments to study
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the SDN control planes, and present the result to network operators as a valuable reference.
He et al. has conducted control plane latency measurement in software-defined network (SDN)
switches. They find that the control plane latencies of four SDN switches are quite high [38].
Comparing to conventional switches, SDN switches have even higher demand on control plane
performance. We also reach a consensus: Designing device software is just as important as designing
device hardware. Furthermore, in our work, we enable the possibility of extending the experimental
subjects to all switches, including SDN switches.
In a recent research by Blenk et al., control plane latency is discussed in-depth on a topology level
[39]. They evaluated SDN control plane latency with different hypervisor architectures. On the
other hand, our work focuses on device level control plane. Our work can serve as a complement to
their research and depicts a complete picture for SDN control planes. Then we can design optimal
SDN control plane with the most fitting architecture and devices, and achieve the desired SDN
performance.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Data plane performance is not only studied extensively by researchers, but also evaluated and
published by router vendors. However, there is a lack of understanding of router control plane
performance. In this work, we study control plane with various router images. Secondly, we study
control plane under various network topologies. We find Vendor A’s router performance is closely
related to software versions, and relatively insensitive to topology changes. We also present Packet
Generator, which can be described as a framework which enables users to understand router control
plane performance for various protocols. Moreover, because the Packet Generator toolset is capable
of generating many common control packets as well as data packets, we can achieve high-precision
measurement of control packet processing time for different protocols and different routers by
utilizing both control packets and data packets. Furthermore, the Packet Generator toolset can
be extended easily to accommodate other applications, which indicates the Packet Generator has
tremendous expandability.
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Chapter 8
Future Work
8.1 Improving shell experiment
In our CLI experiment, we use certain Vendor A images. Therefore, our result is only limited
to a certain group of Vendor A devices. In the future, we can extend our image pool to include
other Vendor A images. Furthermore, we can use device images from other vendors to run the
experiment. It is possible for other OSes to behave differently, i.e., their performance may be
sensitive to network topology change. It is also possible for other OSes to have a relatively stable
performance among different software versions.
8.2 Improving Packet Generator
In this section, we discuss various ways to improve Packet Generator. The main directions are
performance optimization and support extension.
8.2.1 Increase granularity and speed
Although the Packet Generator already offers granularity control and high-speed network data pro-
cessing, such functionalities can be improved with dedicated hardware, like NetFPGA. Unlike the
current software-based Packet Generator, NetFPGA is capable of crafting and processing network
data at line rate [40]. Therefore, by utilizing NetFPGA, the granularity and speed of the Packet
Generator can be dramatically improved. Consequently, researchers can collect even more precise
results from Packet Generator experiments.
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8.2.2 Use RAW sockets instead of Libpcap
The Libpcap used by Packet Generator is an abstraction of RAW socket [11]. Therefore, there are
overheads in packet processing and will degrade timestamp accuracy. In our experiment, we rely
on timestamps to calculate control plane processing time. To improve accuracy, we can consider
using Linux Raw socket instead of Libpcap. Research has shown RAW socket timestamping has
around 10% granularity improvement over Libpcap timestamping [41]. Therefore, by using RAW
socket, we can achieve high precision at the cost of a extended development cycle. Moreover, if we
take one step further and use hardware-based systems, the timestamp granularity can be improved
even more.
8.2.3 Intel DPDK
Since the Packet Generator program suite is implemented in user-space, all packets will be handled
by Linux kernel first. Therefore, the user-kernel space context switching and call stacks consume
additional time. In order to eliminate such overheads, we can utilize other tools such as Intel DPDK
(Data Plane Development Kit) [42]. Intel DPDK directly connects user-space applications access
to the Linux control plane, and eliminate system calls such as copy to user() and copy from user(),
etc.
8.2.4 Arrakis
Arrakis is an operating system optimized for network-related tasks [43]. Arrakis allows most appli-
cations to interact with I/O devices directly without kernel involvement, and thusly considerably
reduce overheads introduced by OS. Both GNS3 show command and Packet Generator experiments
can achieve higher accuracy by utilizing Arrakis.
8.2.5 Extending Packet Generator protocol support
As introduced before, the Packet Generator currently supports over 20 protocols. However, com-
paring to the number of protocols in the modern network, the protocol pool of the Packet Generator
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is still rather small. By incorporating more protocols into the Packet Generator toolset, we can
conduct more control plane evaluation experiments.
8.3 Fingerprinting
Since cloud technology offers unprecedented flexibility, more and more applications are transferred
to cloud nowadays. However, when applications run in a cloud, the developers do not know
what networking infrastructure lies underneath. Our work provides mechanisms that can let users
“fingerprint”, or identify devices. Using the Packet Generator toolset, developers can execute
control operations on the network and measure performance. Then, the collected results can
be compared against a database of datasets from known devices or topologies. This can enable
cloud users to know the underlying network, letting them write better applications. Nevertheless,
fingerprinting with the Packet Generator also presents a security threat, as malicious entities can
know what routers and OSes are being run, helping them look for vulnerabilities.
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Appendix A: Additional Figures
show
show running-config show ip
show ip route
show ip interface
Figure A.1: Show commands tree structure
Figure A.2: sample VRRP topology [28]
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